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Bottom View – Locations of Hull Offset Measurements
Item 2 is measured along the BL
Item 61 is measured along the keel
Item 102 is also shown in Deck and Interior View
Items 70, 71, 72, 79, 109 – measure to outside of hull.
Item 77 – thickness of trunk excluding cap.
Item 80 – seat width from inside of hull.
Item 102 – measure at the forward side of mast at the foremost and aft most mast positions allowed by rigid stops (Item 103).
Item 109 – measure to foreshape of through deck hole.
Items 77 and 79 – see also on Hull Cross Section drawing.
Buoyancy

Item 91 – Buoyancy/buoyancy tanks shall not extend past the A-B line when the seat/tank is horizontal.

Point A – 305 mm from centreline
Point B – 355 mm from centreline
Point B is along a line between the foresides of the shroud holes

Item 83: Correctors – max 5kg total forward of transom.
Max 140 mm from centerline.
Max 2400 mm from aft face of transom.
Remainder of 9kg max affixed to transom.
Hull Bottom View

Item 57 is thickness measured over 1220 mm of bilge keel length

Suction bailers per Items 89 and 90

Item 89 – Max of 2 bailers
Item 90 – Max total area of bailers, 1300 mm²
Item 68, 77, 78 – over full length of CB slot
Item 69 – at 2300mm from aft face of transom
Items 66 and 80 are measured to the inside of the hull
Items 77 and 79 – see also on Deck and Interior View drawing
Item 68, 77, 78 – over full length of CB slot
Item 69 – at 2300mm from aft face of transom
Transom Curved – NoTiller Port

Min radius below sheerline – 500 mm

Max below sheerline – 100 mm

Sheerline
Transom With Tiller Port

Max 230 mm

Max 100 mm
Mast and Boom

Intersection of jib halyard and forestay or their extensions with the fore side of the mast
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A (Head), B (Clew) and E (Aft Head) are straight line extensions of the Outer most parts of the sail including bolt ropes. See ISAF Equipment Rules of Sailing G.4.1, G.4.2, and G.4.3 for detailed drawings.

The leach ½ point (C) is found by folding A to B and marking the crease of the leech.

The leech ¾ point (D) is found by folding A to C on the leach and marking the crease of the leach.

½ and ¾ lengths (Items 116 and 117) are the shortest distances from C and D to the outside of the luff respectively.

When measuring Mainsail, apply sufficient tension so that material being measured is smooth.
Items 111, 112 and 113 – inside measurements of pockets are between inner edges of sewing. Detailed views are given in the ISAF Equipment Rules of Sailing, G.8.1 and G.8.2.

Item 114 – measured from corner of sail to center of pocket. Allowed range, 1175 mm to 1224 mm.
All measurement points are straight line extensions of the outer most parts of the sail material. See ISAF Equipment Rules of Sailing for G.4.1, G.4.2, G.4.3 and G.8.8 for detailed drawings.

Item 120A - See ISAF Equipment Rules of Sailing G.5.5 and G.7.8.

Items 118 and 119 are measured in mm but need not be specifically listed on the Form.

When measuring Headsail, apply sufficient tension so that material being measured is smooth. LP does not include any fullness.

\[120 = \frac{LP \times L}{2,000,000} \text{ m}^2\] rounded up to 0.001 m\(^2\) (L and LP in mm)

Items 118 and 121 – exclude top attachment.
The following Items are not included in the drawings for this Guide:

1 – Inspection item
3, 4 – Wood hull only
62, 63 – Metal Centreboard only
92 – Buoyancy test
93, 94 – Hull weight
99, 105 – Mast and boom size - self explanatory
107 – Headsail pole – self explanatory
122 – Fully rigged weight